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Abstract

A numerical method was developed to simulate the transient temperature distributions during forward extrusion
process. The computer program simulates the extrusion process and takes into account some extrusion variables such
as extrusion velocity, extrusionratio, die preheat temperature,and percentagereduction in area. It can be seen that the
higher the percentages reductionin areas, the higher the temperaturerises during the extrusionprocess. Also, increasing
speed of deformation shows an increasingdead zone temperature rise than a more gradual die land temperaturerise. It
is further seen that extrusion temperatureincreaseis a function of the container temperature.
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1. Introduction

When a material is plastically deformed, a very
large part of the work expended appears as heat
energy. The temperature generated reduces the flow
stress of the material, which consequently makes the
energy required for deformation to be reduced. Altan
and Kobayashi [1] found that, for large reductions and
commercial speeds used in extrusion, temperature
increases of several hundred degrees may be involved.
They reported that about 95% of the mechanical work
of deformation is converted into heat. Some of the
heat is conducted away by the tools or lost to the
atmosphere, but a portion remains to increase the
temperature of the work-piece. Singer and AI
Samarrai [2] attempted to predict the emergent
temperature of the product by assuming a simple
model in which all deformation takes place, as the
metal crosses the exit plane of the die. In their
calculations of the heat generation, they considered
only axial heat flow, neglecting the container friction.
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Johnson and Kudo [3] neglected the die material
friction and assumed an ideal plastic material for their
calculations of the adiabatic temperature increase in
an axisymmetric extrusion based on an admissible
velocity field.

In 1948 MacLellan [4] suggested the calculation of
coefficient of friction in wire drawing directly from
experiments by means of a split-die. He did not get
good results by this method, Wistreich [5], in 1955,
obtained reasonable data adopting MacLellan's
experimental technique. Both MacLellan and
Wistreich neglected the parallel portion or land of the
die even though they thought it was important to
include it. In the theoretical equation of drawing
stresses derived by Sach's [6] and others, the land in
the die was also neglected. In 1961 Yang [7], using
Sach's approach, derived a theoretical equation which
included the effect of the land and comparison of the
values of coefficients from both calculations,
including and neglecting land was made. The
difference between the coefficients calculated with
and without the land was found to be appreciable and
hence concluded the inclusion of land of die in both
the theoretical and experimental analysis. Avitzur [8]
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2. Theoretical analyses

2.1 Kinematically admissible velocity

A mathematical model for simulating extrusion
must represent the geometry of the die closely,
particularly in the regions with the highest gradients
in flow velocity and temperature.

The kinematically admissible velocity fields'
equations are derived4 to be:
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2.3 Upper bound solution

3. Heat equations and finite difference
representations

During extrusion, heat is generated by deformation
of the material, shearing at the deformation-zone
boundaries and friction at the tool-material interfaces.
Some of the heat generated is transported with the
deformed material, some is transmitted to the pooch,
container and die, and some increases the temperature
of the billet. This complex problem, involving
simultaneous heat generation, transportation and
conduction was numerically simulated and presented
in the present work.

The rate of total energy generally consists of three
terms such that:

The first term of equation (6) represents the internal
powers dissipated for the deformed zone, second term
represents shear losses and the third term, frictional
losses, I 6vi is the velocity discontinuity over the
shear surfaces and m is the constant friction
coefficient.

based on kinematically admissible velocity fields' Eqs.
(I) and (2) as follows:

3.1 Heat transfer zones and analyses
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underscored the importance of land in the die for even
if the land was not originally included in the die, L=O,
a land will soon appear as a result of wear. Thus the
die produced with an initial land has better
dimensional stability. Avitzur [8] concluded, in his
paper on analysis of wire drawing and extrusion
through conical dies of small cone angles, that an
increase in land will cause an increase in the required
force. He stated further that increase in land decreases
the maximum possible reductions. Ajiboye and
Adeyemi [9] had shown in their previous work that
significant contribution to overall extrusion load!
pressure is made at the die land due to ironing
frictional effect. However, the effect of temperature
rise, and its impact on the metallurgical structure of
the product, due to frictional ironing at the die land
length has not been investigated.

The present work gives generalized temperature
distributions at any positions, arising from axisym
metric extrusion process by generalizing the shapes of
the die profiles and analyzing deforming, un
deforming and extruding zones. The temperature
distributions arising from any configurations, com
plex or simple shapes sections can be tracked, using
the present numerical simulations based on upper
bound analysis, involving various zones during
extrusion process.

2.2 Strain rates andpowers ofdeformations

The strain rate components [l0, 13] are defmed

The typical heat equation which, with appropriate
boundaries conditions, is applicable to different zones
within extrusion chamber and is expressed as:
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Fig. I. Idealized extrusion chamber with arrows showing the
position and direction of heat generation and flow during
extrusion process.

where l=the mechanical equivalent ofheat 41851/Kcal

if; = the power of plastic deformation lunit volume

evaluated by upper bound method of analysis using

volume integral

R*

boundaries separating the undefonned billet from

deforming billet and defanning billet from extrude is

expressed as:

At each point in the deformation zone, 1; percent of

the deformation energy is transformed into heat,

where this 1; has a value between 85-95 percent [I].
The change in temperature, /::"T!, which is induced

by plastic deformation in the time interval P, is given

by

3.3.2 Temperature Increase at Undeformed/
container Interface

Similarly, replacing the partial differential form of

Eq. (9) with the equivalent finite difference form to

give, a typical expression representing the temper

ature distribution between undefonned billet and

container interface is
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The typical energy balance equation which, with

appropriate boundaries conditions, is applicable at the

boundaries separating the billet (undefonned,

deforming and extrude) from container, punch, die
and ambient can be expressed as:
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The solutions to the above governing Eq. (7) and

energy balance (9) at their boundaries conditions are

expressed in the finite difference forms as follows [9,
10]

3.2 Energy balance at the interfaces with zones

3.3 Method ofnumerical solutions

3.3.1 Temperature Increase Due to Plastic
Deformation

Substituting the partial differential form of equation

(7) with the equivalent fInite difference form, the

typical temperature distributions at any point within

the extrusion chamber, assuming a square grid points
i.e. L1 r = L1 z = L1l, is expressed as

The typical energy balance equation which, with

appropriate boundaries conditions, is applicable at the
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The temperature increase t..1'" due to boundary
friction in a time increment ~ over the cylindrical part
ofthe surface unextrudedlcontainer interface

(14)

where

Wfe = friction power generated over the container

surface evaluated by upper bound using surface
integral.

Vol = volume ofbillet in contact with container

Similar expressions representing the temperature
distributions between undeform billet and punch,
deforming billet and die are similarly obtained.

Since deforming billet/undeformed billet and the
deforming billet lextruded billet is still the same
material, it can be assumed that the density, p, heat
capacity, C, and even thermal conductivity, K, remain
constant. The [mite difference representation of
temperature distribution at any of these interfaces is
given by

3.3.3 Temperature increase during extrusion
through conical dies

The typical finite difference equivalent of the
temperature distribution within the irregular nodes
along the irregular boundary is
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where t:J.T = temperature change due to internally
generated heat due to frictional effect, internal power
of deformation and heat resulting from velocity
discontinuities; this is obtained using upper bound

as t:J.T =t..1" + t:J.T' , where t..1" is the change in
temperature resulting from plastic deformation and
t..T' is the change in temperature due to frictional
power at the die zone

The expression for the heat transfer governing
equation across the boundary of the deforming billet
and the die is given, assuming a square grid network,

as
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where t:J.T = W; --.f..- + Wid /3 (18)
JCp 100 J(CbPbVb + CdPdVd)/2

where J=the mechanical equivalent ofheat 4185JIKcai

Vb, Vd =Volume of the billet and die region
respectively.

Wfi = the power of plastic deformation lunit

volume evaluated by upper bound method of analysis
using volume integral

Wid = friction power generated over the die surface

evaluated by upper bound using surface integral

Also, the heat conducted into the die region will
eventually be dissipated into the surrounding this is
made up of heat conducted to grid point added to the
change in the internal energy of the die at the grid
point bordering with the ambient,

F = a/31 is the [mite difference representation
o (t:J.lt

. d h·t:J.I. th fiof Founer number an Bi = -- IS e mite di-
K

fference representation of Biot number, where h' is
the convective heat transfer coefficient

3.3.4 Temperature Increase at ExtrudedlDie Land

Interface
The typical finite difference equivalent of the

temperature distribution at any point within the
undeformed billet assuming a square grid points i.e.
t:J. r = t:J. z = t:J. I, gives
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t1T'" = temperature change due heat generated due
to ironing at die land and is expressed as

Tool temp =30°C, Billet temp. = 70°C, r = 90%.
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4.2 Percentage reduction in area on Temperature
rise

Fig. 2. The effect of extrusion speed on temperature rise at
the dead metal zone (DMZ) and die land zone (DLZ) during
the extrusion oflead alloy.

rise at dead metal zone is found to be lower than that
at the die land, because at the die land region more
heat has been generated due to frictionat ironing work
being converted to heat leading to a gradual rise
above the dead metal zone temperature rise (see Fig.
2). However, as the extrusion speed increases, the rate
of temperature rises is faster at the dead metal zone
than at extrude or die land position. This is the result
of the direct and wider contact area of the dead metal
zone with the main deformation zone as well as the
great amount of heat flowing into it and emitted in
this zone during conversion of the deformation work
into heat. This is in agreement with Singer and Al
Samarrai [2] that changes in speeds are followed by
more gradual changes in emergent temperatures. Also,
Sheppard and Raybould [ll] asserted that the dead
metal zone temperature rise is always higher than any
other position considered during extrusion. In the
present investigation, the extrusion speeds below
4.23mm/s have the die land zone temperature rise,
show a higher temperature rises than that of the dead
zone. However, beyond this extrusion speed, dead
metal zone shows speedy rises in temperature than
that of the die land zone with increasing extrusion
speeds. This should be because of the higher intensity
of heat generated at the main deformation zone
flowing to this dead metal zone portion.

155 10
Speed (mm/s)

o
(21)

where

Wjj = friction power generated over the die land

length evaluated by upper bound using surface
integral.

Vb, V c = Volume of the billet and container
respectively

3.3.5 Computational details
The method used in the present work for

determining the transient temperatures in extrusion
requires a kinematically admissible velocity field. A
computer program written in C++ language, which
essentially simulates the extrusion process and takes
into account the motion of the billet-punch interface,
was used to evaluate the volume and area integrals to

give the powers of plastic deformation, W;, the

frictional power, WI' and the power due to velocity

discontinuities at the boundaries, w" from where

temperatures increases, !!.T, at different zones or
position may be estimated.

Using the values of !!.T-values, which include the
increase due to plastic deformation and friction, the
heat flow, is analyzed, and the temperature rise which
exists after conduction takes place in the time interval
~ is determined. The other properties used in the
calculations are: work material; thermal conductivity
= 35.3Wm- ly \ specific heat = l29Jkg- lk-\ density =

11340kg.m-3
; die material; thermal conductivity =

48.2 Wm-lyl.

4. Results and discussion

4.1 Extrusion speed on temperature increase

Using a lead alloy of 39.4mm diameter and die
opening of 4.4mm diameter, the initial temperature

Fig. 3 shows the relationship between temperature
rises at dead metal zone with percentages reductions
in areas. We can see that below percentage reduction
in area of 90%, temperature rise at the dead metal
zone is lower than that at the die land zone. This can
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Fig. 3. Relationship between temperature rise at dead metal
zone (DMZ) and die land zone (DLZ) with increasing
percentage reductions during extrusion of lead alloy.

be explained that; at lower percentage reduction not
much deformation work is converted into heat at the
main deformation zone and consequently not much
heat is emitted into the dead metal zone, unlike the
direct contact and conversion of frictional work into
heat at die land zone, leading to direct but gradual rise
in temperature. But as percentage reduction in area
increases, especially beyond 90, it leads to increase in
extrusion temperature. This can be further explained
by the fact that the power needed to deform the
material increases, so does the deformation work
which converts into heat in the main deformation
zone.

Fig. 4 shows the effect of tool temperature on the
temperature rises during extrusion process. A steady
rise in temperature is noticed with increasing
percentage reduction in area till a critical percentage
reduction of 90 when a sudden temperature rise is
noticed for the two tool temperatures considered. It
can be seen that the higher the tool temperature the
higher the extrusion temperature at the dead metal
zone (see Fig. 4).

4.3 Initial billet temperature on temperature rise

The steady rise in the extrusion temperature in Fig.
5 continues till percentage reduction in area of 95
before a sudden rise in temperature is observed.
Notice that the sudden rise in temperature does not
occur at usual percentage of 90 because at higher
billet temperature the flow stress of the material is
reduced. Also, it can be seen that the higher the billet
temperature the higher will be the extrusion temper
ature rise.

Fig. 4. Relationship between temperature rise at dead metal
zone (DMZ) with increasing percentage reduction at different
tool temperature.
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Fig. 5. Relationship between temperature rise at die land zone
(DLZ) with increasing percentage reduction at different billet
temperature.

5. Conclusion

The dead metal zone temperature generally rises
sharply more than the die zone temperature essen
tially beyond 90% reduction in area. This is due to
direct and wider contact area of this zone with the
main deformation zone as well as of great amount of
heat flowing into it and emitted in this zone during
conversion of the deformation work into heat.
However, increasing speed of deformation shows a
greater dead metal zone temperature rise than a more
gradual die land length temperature rise beyond an
extrusion speed of 4.23mm1s. Generally, increasing
speed leads to increasing temperature rise.
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Nomenclature-------------

: internal power of deformation,
: frictional power losses

: shear power loss
: flow stress

: steady punch velocity
: velocity components,

: shape ofdie geometry
: Strain rate components
: resultant velocity,

: original height of billet
: die land length
: temperature rise

: the density ofworkpiece
: the specific heat

: total upper bound on power
: thermal conductivity
: k/pc
: ambient temperature
: temperature increase in a time interval f..t

due to plastic deformation,
: temperature increase due to boundary

friction between the billet and container
: factor multiplying grid size at irregular

nodes ( 0 < F, G s I )
fJ : spatial time step;
x : die land lengths

Foi(Fourier number) : (a~)!(f..li
To : initial temperature
Cb, p, : heat capacity and density of billet

material respectively
: heat capacity and density of die material

respectively
: heat capacity and density of container

material respectively
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